Founded in 1976, Buskro has evolved into an industry leader in the design and
manufacture of personalization equipment including inkjet printing, MAG and RFID
encoding, tabbing/labelling, card processing, and label printing equipment to satisfy a
broad range of customer needs. Our approach of adopting and incorporating the latest
innovative personalization technologies coupled with our open architecture, permits
our products to remain productive for many years by meeting your current needs and
offering upgrade paths for your future requirements. Buskro offers both complete
systems as well as customized integrated solutions to suit your personalization
requirements. Our wealth of experience and extensive installed customer base gives
you the confidence that BUSKRO solutions are robust and can be seamlessly integrated
onto your pre-existing systems.
Buskro offers a full suite of UV, aqueous, food grade, security, and CMYK inks to
support all printing and graphics applications on a wide variety of porous and nonporous printing materials including paper, plastics, foils, and web printing. Powered by
Buskro’s true and tried Compose IQ software, job setup, handling, and personalization
(printing, MAG and RFID encoding) is a breeze. Standard features allow for data input,
job management, print layout preparation, audit file reporting, and personalization
element (printing & encoding) configuration while the more advanced features opens a
wealth of applications such as read and print, duplex printing, real-time inspection &
verification, product remake and error handling, and color printing. In short, Compose IQ
software provides all the tools needed to handle most personalization jobs while giving
you the reassurance that the personalization is complete, accurate, and accounted for.
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Buskro’s line of inkjet technologies ranges from our Apollo (HP) employing HP45A style
cartridges and which offers a low capital investment and ease of use/maintenance,
through to our industrial high-volume, high-resolution print systems such as the
ATOM and Quantum self-standing units available in a variety of print swaths and ink
formulations for all of your mailing and printing applications.
BUSKRO offers a variety of standard and custom personalization solutions for the
commercial printing, mailing, label, packaging, and card industries. Some applications
include:
 Matched mail inspection for personalized documents, inserts, and envelopes
 Card/carrier and magnetic stripe matching, including PIN number verification
 Inserter output scanning for duplicate, sequential document, postage break, and
indicia/stamp identification
 In-line read and print inkjet printing
 Duplex printing on multiple surfaces both visible and covered
 Production integrity verification to ensure complete production and formal reports to
prove it for transactional documentation compliance
 Box printing and labeling
 Card printing, MAG, and RFID encoding
 Near-line, high-speed label inkjet printing and RFID encoding
Working with Buskro’s global network of distribution partners, we take pride in providing
quality service and support for all of our products, including our legacy technologies.
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